Discover global language learning and cultures
EXPOLINGUA Berlin is the must-attend annual
event for anyone with an interest in learning and
teaching foreign languages, international travel
and global cultures.
More and more people are investing in language
education and travelling abroad for international
education, language courses, training and work
programmes. Winner of the Language Industry
Award for Best Learning and Networking Event,
2015, EXPOLINGUA Berlin is the only event in
the German speaking region where language
enthusiasts meet with service providers,
publishers and institutions from all over the
world to discover the huge range of options
available.

”

EXPOLINGUA Berlin is a fascinating exhibition.
There are a lot of interesting people who make
visitors feel welcome, are friendly and outgoing,
and are really nice. I’m having a lot of fun!
Patrick, 46, Businessman

150+ exhibitors

Mini language courses

Find out about language courses, tests and
certification, work and internships abroad,
language travel, studying abroad, exchange
programmes, teaching materials and much
more.

Take your pick of taster lessons in a wide
array of languages, including Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, Polish, Spanish, Turkish
and many more.

Lectures and workshops

Cultural performances

Sessions cover diverse topics including
languages for your career, learning
methods, intercultural training and
exchange and internship programmes.

Discover the variety of global dance,
art, literature, theatre and music culture
in a wide variety of performances and
interactive events.

VISITOR PROFILE
The visitors at EXPOLINGUA Berlin include:
•

School pupils and their parents

•

Students

•

Trainees

•

Teachers, lecturers and professors

•

Professionals

•

Seniors

•

Further education experts and trainers

•

Translators and interpreters

•

Employees of embassies, cultural institutes
and international organisations

•

Representatives of language study travel
agencies

As a language and cultural institute,
EXPOLINGUA Berlin is the best opportunity
we have during the year to dialogue with our
colleagues and the public - particularly with
people who want to learn the languages we
offer.
Carla Amado, Instituto Camões

We represent Education First at more than 140
exhibitions a year, and EXPOLINGUA Berlin
is definitely the most interesting one. The
attendees, students from the entire world, are
carefully targeted, which makes it possible to
hold high-quality discussions.
Kai Strippel, EF Education First

Information, news and links on foreign language, culture and
intercultural communication: www.sprachennetz.org
Dates:
Friday 18 – Saturday 19, November
Opening times:
10:00 – 18:00
Venue:
Russisches Haus der Wissenschaft und Kultur
Friedrichstrasse 176 – 179
10117 Berlin-Mitte

Juliane Walter
ICWE GmbH
Leibnizstrasse 32
10625 Berlin
Tel.: +49 (0)30 310 18 18-0
E-Mail: info@expolingua.com
www.expolingua.com
www.facebook.com/EXPOLINGUA
www.twitter.com/expo_lingua / #expolingua

Get free entry to both days of EXPOLINGUA Berlin 2016!
Just visit www.expolingua.com to request your free ticket

